
We do not know what to do. But we are getting started.” 

 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

This past week marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of my ordination to the priesthood – and how wonderful to 

share it with all of you. It seems like just yesterday that I was anxiously waiting in the sacristy of All Saints 

Church, Beverly Hills, wondering just what would happen next. At the very beginning of the journey there 

seems to be so many possibilities! Where will God send me? What will my ministry be? Will I know what to 

do? 

 

The strange thing about it is that after all these years I still find myself asking the same questions. One might 

think I would have it all figured out by now. Shouldn’t I have a better handle on things? But every day is a new 

day. There are still a myriad of possibilities! I continue to dream about what will happen next. And I pray that 

when God calls, I will know what to do. 

 

Last month I began my article with what we discerned at our Vestry Retreat: “We do not know what to do. 

Yet.” I love that sentence. It brings a certain measure of discomfort in the unknowing – but it also clearly 

communicates that we are expecting things to happen. The word yet reminds us of what we are dealing with 

when we deal with God – who knows what God might do?  I might also add this phrase to the conversation, 

“We do not know what to do, but we are getting started!” And so we are.  

 

I want to tell you one thing we are soon starting:  an exciting new endeavor that will impact not only our parish 

but our convocation. Last December I met with Bishop Stokes to share with him an idea I had about a new 

model for ministry in Monmouth County. He asked me to write a formal proposal (which I did). After several 

meetings and much planning, we are ready to get started. This all stems from an extraordinary event that will 

happen in a few short weeks. Seven candidates from Monmouth County will finish their three years of study 

and formation in the School for Deacons and will be ordained to the Diaconate! This highly unusual 

circumstance has prompted us to explore a different approach in exercising the ministry of deacons among our 

congregations. The best way to describe it is as a kind of “cluster ministry” in which newly ordained deacons 

will move between congregations to organize and coordinate ministries within our congregations. This will 

allow congregations to be more adaptable and enable us to participate in programs that we otherwise might not 

be able to handle. It means we will have not one, not two, not three, but four deacons working with our 

congregation. You can see why I am so excited about the possibilities. 

 

Here is a brief “thumbnail sketch” of how it will work: Three newly ordained candidates have agreed to be part 

of the Pilot Program with three local parishes. Two “seasoned” deacons, the Reverend Gail Bennett (of Trinity, 

Asbury Park) and our very own Reverend Victoria Cuff, have been appointed to oversee the program, working 

with the participating deacons and coordinating ministries within the participating congregations.  A central 

location or “Hub” for diaconal ministry will be located at Trinity Parish, Asbury Park. In collaboration with the 

participating deacons, a Rota will be put in place assigning deacons for Sunday services among our various 

congregations.  

 

Following their May 9th ordination, the three deacons will spend the summer simply learning the ropes of 

diaconal ministry. They will spend six consecutive weeks in each parish getting to know the particular 

congregation and learning their craft. In the fall, a Rotating Rota will be set up. At that time, all congregations 

in Monmouth County will be invited to join the program. There will be several ways for them to do so, from 

engaging the regular Rota rotation to occasionally requesting a deacon to assist in a particular ministry or be 

present as deacon for a liturgical event. 



As a longtime rector in the Monmouth Convocation, I am so very excited about the gifted and talented presence 

of our deacons – and I want to take full advantage of all they have to offer – and I want you do the same. I will 

love sharing the table and pulpit with them. I smile to think of their names included as members of our “staff”. I 

believe they will help to invigorate our parishes and lead us out of our parochial natures. I also think they will 

help us think “outside the box” and open up new ways to be the presence of Christ in a changing world. I am 

thankful for the willingness of our new deacons to jump in to this new ministry, for Vicki and Gail who will be 

leading the charge, and for the full support of our Bishop in this adaptive approach. 

 
In the coming months you will learn more about this ministry – and keep your eyes peeled and your ears open 

for other new things. I look forward to my own start in the next twenty-five years of ordained ministry, and am 

delighted to enter it with these fine deacons. For we are indeed ready to go, we are indeed getting started, and 

we are indeed mightily blessed by God. 

 

Easter Peace, 

Mother Lisa+ 

 


